
South Africa’s Foreign Trade Strategy:

In its attempts at advancing the economic interest

of the country, South Africa employed a number of foreign

trade strategies. Along with the new political system

established in 1994, the ANC government worked on a

new trade strategy whose main objective was to improve

the country’s economy and boost trade. South Africa’s

foreign trade strategy is formulated on recommendations

received from the Department of Trade and Industry,

and other public sector bodies such as the Board on Tariffs

and Trade and the Industrial Development Corporation

of South Africa. The Department of Trade and Industry

is primarily accountable for the application and

coordination of trade policy and strategy (DTI, 2015).

The main aim of South Africa’s foreign trade strategy is

to strengthen the supply-side of the economy and for this,

government provides various investment incentives,
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ABSTRACT

From ancient to modern times, trade has remained essential in the development of human civilizations and contemporary

nation-states. Since the liberalization of the world economy, countries in the perusal of their respective economic

policy have emphasized on improving trade relations with the other countries. South Africa and China too have taken

initiatives for prioritizing on increasing bilateral trade for reasons of strengthening their economic relations. The past

experience of their economic relationship, South Africa’s natural wealth, its geographical location, attractive lifestyle

of the tribes and their ( Bantu’s and Khoikhoi) metallurgical skill and Chinas FDI, its status in global and regional

financial institutions plays an important role in determining their trade policy with respect to each other. Based on their

rich historical bond in pre-colonial, post-colonial, and during globalization, currently South Africa and China share

strong trade relation that are closer than ever. The flow of trade between South Africa and China has been on the rise

since the establishment of diplomatic relations and it accelerated after 2006, which continued through 2020. Since 2006,

there is a significant growth in the trade between South Africa and China, which resulted in making South Africa as

China’s largest trading partner by 2009. This research paper mainly focuses on the importance of mining sector in

South Africa-China trade relations. This research paper also analyze the Export and Import of minerals and metals from

South Africa to China and visa-versa.
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including, a comprehensive technology innovation

program.

The foreign trade strategy of South Africa is based

on market-orientated, export-led, and investment-driven

economic growth. South Africa’s foreign trade strategy

looked towards strengthening its commercial relations with

major economic powers. The main aim of South Africa’s

foreign trade strategy is to strengthen South Africa’s trade

relations with other countries. Under its foreign trade

strategy, the South African government has included

programs for trade liberalization, Tariffs, Customs

valuation, Anti-dumping and countervailing actions,

privatization and deregulation, export promotion, Industrial

protection, etc. By adopting, such trade-related policies

South Africa has taken a leading role to put its economic

and trade concern on the global agenda and strengthen

its trade relations with global economic powers like
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U.S.A, EU, and China, etc.

South Africa-China Trade Relations :

The trade relations between South Africa and China

are strong and mutually beneficial for both countries. Since

the formal establishment of South Africa-China relations

in 1998 and the creation of Bi- national commission in

2001, trade between South Africa and China has seen

significant growth. South Africa, which is considered as

an economic powerhouse of Africa is China’s largest

trading partner on the continent. Since the inception of

trade in the early 1990s, both countries have promoted

mutually beneficial trade relations. Further, by seeing the

size of China’s market South Africa wants to increase

its trade relations with China. On the other hand South

Africa’s natural wealth motivated China to strengthen

its trade cooperation with South Africa.

According to the report published by Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Development in 2017,

“South Africa, Morocco and Tunisia jointly constituting

more than 75 per cent of total export in comparison to

the rest of African countries with China” (OECD, 2017).

Export expansion, import-substitution, and international

capital movements have all been important in the

development of South Africa-China trade relations over

the years (Mohr and Fourie, 2008). After the end of

apartheid rule, South Africa focused on the reconstruction

of its economy and tries to increase extraction capacity

of its mines it attempted to expand its economic ties and

link its market with the global economies.

In reference to South Africa’s trade policy, multiple

stakeholders include ANC, the economic policy

bureaucracy, Department of Trade and Industry,

Parliament and Non-governmental 55 Organizations

influence the decision-making process. South Africa

always gave special preference to China in its economic

policy and trade relations; the main reason behind this is

China’s deep connection with South Africa since pre-

colonial times. China was the country that gave its

maximum support to South Africa starting from its fight

against imperial power in the mid-18th century to rebuild

its economy in the 21st century. Due to its proactive

presence in South Africa from pre-colonial times, China

becomes a natural trade partner of South Africa.

Influenced by South Africa’s development journey,

availability of rare minerals and the way it developed its

transport and communication networks, increases its net

trade of goods and growth in the recent years (DTI, 2010),

China further gets attracted towards South Africa for

establishing a meaningful trade relations.

After 2006, there is a rapid increase in trade

between South Africa and China. From 2006 to 2017,

there was an increase of about 20% in the total trade

(export and import) between the two countries, which is

highest in Africa in reference to China’s trade with any

other African country (DTI, 2019). Since 2006, “South

Africa has become one of the largest trading partners of

China, and trade between them has reached about 98

billion US dollars. China emerged as an important market

for South African products and become South Africa’s

largest trading partner in the world since 2009. During

these years, China is regarded as both the top exporter

and the top importer for South African products’’ (DTI,

2015). The history of friendship and cooperation has been

the main reason behind their strong economic and trade

relations.

In the post-liberalized era, South Africa was in need

of some sort of economic policy that would encourage

international exposure of its mines, therefore South Africa

insisted on increasing trade with its old ally China. South

Africa and China established their diplomatic relations in

1998, and after that, they exchanged a number of high-

level visits that resulted in a range of agreements covering

various issues including trade cooperation (Grimm, 2014).

After 2005, both countries reviewed their trade

agreements on a regular interval so that the trade relations

between them can become stronger and deeper.

Together, the two countries signed several treaties and

finalized many trade agreements, which bring them even

closer from an economic point of view.

Both South Africa and China forged a unique of

engagement and working together at bilateral, continental

and multilateral levels to improve their trade relations

(Alden and Yusan, 2014). After 2006, “the pace of trade

and investment between them is picking up, coupled with

looser international cooperation with Beijing through the

G20, Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa (BRICS)

grouping, and the FOCAC. Together, the two countries

have taken many measures, which increased trade

between them.

South Africa’s Mining Sector :

Economic activity in modern-day South Africa has

been centered on the mining sector and its ancillary

services, and supplies. In many ways, South Africa’s

political, social, and economic landscape has been
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dominated by the mining sector, given that, for so many

years, the sector has been the mainstay of the South

African economy. Mining sector is a sunrise industry and

it remains the flywheel to the South Africa economy. It

(South Africa) has been a leading global supplier of mining

and minerals products and retains an important role in

mining demonstrated by 55 minerals being produced from

some 1113 mines in 2006. The mining sector contributed

nearly 6.8 per cent to South Africa’s gross domestic

product in 2017 (DTI, 2008).

The mining sector contributed R80.9 billion to fixed

investment in 2017, which constituted 18.2 per cent of

private-sector fixed investment and 10.8 per cent of the

country’s total fixed investment for the same year (DTI,

2018). In South Africa, the mining sector not only offers

employment but also supports the respective provincial

economics. In the communities where mining firms

operate, they built schools, clinics, and other social

infrastructure and improve the quality of life of the people.

South Africa Over the past few years, China becomes

the largest importer of South Africa’s minerals and metals.

A traditional supplier of minerals on the world market,

“South Africa is at top of the rankings for several minerals,

including bauxite, chromite, cobalt, gold, diamond,

manganese, platinum, and vanadium. Mining sector plays

very important role in shaping the trade relationship of

South Africa and China.

South Africa Mining sector and Trade with China:

South Africa exports roughly 4 billion US dollar worth

of mineral, ores and metals to China every month. China’s

industries generate massive demand for metallic and

mineral goods. As the world’s factory, Chinese companies

produces a huge range of goods needing a gargantuan

volume of raw materials and South Africa has emerged

as a major exporter for supply of minerals, metals and

mining products” (TE, 2015). China’s dependent heavily

on the South Africa’s mining sector to meet its metal/

mineral needs. From 2006 to 2017, South Africa exports

more than 60 per cent of its extractive products to China.

According to Comtrade data, between 2001 and 2010,

China imported from 40 per cent of its manganese, 30

per cent of its chromium and 15 per cent of its iron from

South Africa (CD, 2012).

As it is known that China is the global hub of

electronic, vehicle, and steel production. And to increase

the manufacturing capacity of its industries, China needs

raw minerals on a large scale for which it has recently

concentrated on South Africa’s mining sector for the

import of metals and minerals. By exporting its raw

minerals to China, the South African mining sector

provides fuel for China’s export-driven economy. Through

investment in mines, Chinese companies are securing an

almost private raw material supply through the South

African extractive sector.

China’s growing economy is thirsty for sustainable

supplies of mineral resources and for this; it relies heavily

on South Africa’s mining import. Despite being the

number one mining nation in the world, China is facing a

rapid depletion of its local mineral resources. Therefore,

China imports these resources on a largescale from South

Africa to fulfill the demand for natural minerals for its

local industries. In order to overcome the shortages of

essential mineral commodities for its domestic industries,

as well as to secure long-term sustainable supplies for its

ambitious economic development strategy China become

proactive. “The Government of China empowered and

encouraged a number of domestic state-owned and

private companies to actively pursue mining deals

throughout the world that and more specifically to South

Africa. China launched “Two Resources, Two Markets”,

policy in 2006, the main objective of which was to mobilize

resources for domestic industries” (CCICED, 2007).

Africa quickly became the most desirable region

for China and Hong Kong-based companies hunting for

mining deals globally. The scale of China’s expansion in

Africa is just a mind blowing. In less than 10 years since

Chinese authorities called for mineral resources’

diversification globally, the number of major mining/

mineral processing assets in Africa with China-

headquartered companies’ interest, increased from only

a handful in 2006 to more than one hundred and twenty

in 2015. And those are only assets in advanced stages of

their development (IM, 2016). Under this policy, Chinese

companies invested extensively in the South African

mining sector and increased imports of mining and mineral

resources from South Africa.

China has become voracious consumer of South

African minerals and metals over the last 10 years.

Chinese demand for minerals has had profound effects

on South Africa’s mining sector. To understand the

significance of mining sector in South Africa-China trade

relations, one merely has to look at South Africa’s export

to China, where mineral products (Iron Ore, Chromium

Ore, Manganese Ore, etc.), metals (Ferroalloys, Nickel,

Copper, etc.) and precious Metals (Gold, Platinum) make

SOUTH AFRICA-CHINA TRADE RELATIONS: ANALYSIS OF MINING SECTOR
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up approximately 85% of total exports (OEC, 2016).

However, while Chinese demand of minerals has

on a rise day-by-day and South African mining sector is

very much capable in fulfilling the Chinese demand so

this demand-supply process strengthens their trade

relationship. The majority of South Africa’s iron ore

demand originates from Asian countries, where it is

predominantly consumed for making the steel used in

construction and infrastructure development. “China is

the largest export destination for South African iron ore;

in 2016 China was the destination for 62% of the total

iron ore South Africa exported that year. Mineral

resources are the major South African export to China,

mostly iron and diamonds. South Africa also exports

mining equipment to China, mostly in the form of vehicles,

aircraft, vessels and associated transport and other

machinery, and mechanical appliances” (Naidoo, 2007).

China is the largest market for resources extracted from

South African mines.

South African mining sector has the highest

proportion of goods exported to China in recent years.

Chinese domestic industries have developed a specific

interest in South Africa’s chrome and platinum deposits

as these are of strategic importance to China’s economic

growth (chrome being necessary for stainless steel

production and platinum for catalytic converters). South

Africa is the world’s largest producer of both chrome

and platinum, with 52 per cent and 68 per cent of global

output, respectively. 65 per cent of all Chinese chrome

imports come from South Africa, including 90 per cent

of the SAIL mining group’s chrome output. “China is

highly dependent on South African platinum group metals

(PGM). In 2009, the country became the world’s largest

consumer of platinum with 2.21. Million-ton ounces”

(Surborg, 2012), and presently accounts for 50 per cent

of world platinum jewelry offtake. As of 2016, nearly 63

per cent of Chinese platinum imports came from South

Africa’s Wesizwe’s Bakubung mine. More than 80 per

cent of South African export to China is metals and

minerals (Chamber of Mines, 2016).

As such, China is keen to keep South African mining

and metallurgic operations going for its domestic minerals

and metals demands. China specifically targets South

Africa’s platinum and chrome, of which it is the largest

exporter of both, to be used for catalytic converters and

stainless-steel production respectively. With previous

trade relations, South Africa looks to continue the

relationship with future investment in the mining industry.

China has a high interest in South Africa’s mining sector

because it considers South Africa as Africa’s

mineralogical treasure house. China imports many

minerals (in terms of verity) from South Africa and that

has helped 64 boost its industries. In 2006, South Africa

exported 92 910 tons of ferrochrome to China and because

of that, China was the biggest stainless-steel producer of

the year in Asia (DTI, 2006). South Africa’s extractive

sector has been a major contributor to China’s economic

development; it has played an important role in fulfilling

China’s dream of becoming an economic superpower.

“Out of the 54 countries and the island territories in Africa,

Beijing regards South Africa as the continent’s

mineralogical treasure house. South Africa is the largest

producer of gold currently accounting for 14 per cent of

total global production and containing 40.1 per cent of

the world’s known reserves. It contains 87.7 per cent of

the world’s platinum reserves, 80 per cent of its

manganese ore, 72.4 per cent of its chrome ore, and 27

per cent of its vanadium” (MB, 2005). A large proportion

of all these minerals and metals is exported to China every

year from South Africa, which strengthens their trade

relations.

So as far as, South Africa-China trade relations is

concerned, South Africa exports a variety of mining

products/resources (extracted from South Africa’s mines)

to China. In 2006, gold accounted for 20 per cent of South

Africa’s exports, while coal, platinum, and other minerals

made up an additional 25 per cent. South Africa also has

substantial reserves of other industrially important metals

and minerals (SARST, 2006). Between 2006 and 2017,

the export of metals, minerals, and mining products from

South Africa to China has increased by more than 15 per

cent which indicates that China relies mainly on the South

Africa’s extractive sector to meet its demand of mineral

and this makes China a leading importer of South Africa’s

mining products.

South Africa is the largest producer and exporter of

chromium and vanadium; the leading producer of gold,

gem diamonds, ferrochromium, platinum (88% of world

reserve base of platinum-group metals), manganese (80%

of world reserve base of ore), and synthetic liquid fuels

and petrochemicals derived from coal; the second-largest

producer of antimony (8% of world output) and titanium

(third-largest exporter); the third-largest exporter of coal;

and a major producer of cobalt, copper, iron ore, lead,

nickel, silver, uranium, zinc, zirconium, aggregate and

sand, and alusite (aluminum silicate), asbestos, dimension
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stone, fluorspar, lime, limestone, phosphate rock, sulfur,

and vermiculite (NP, 2015). And the large quantities of

these minerals emanating from South African mines are

exported to China. In view of the demand and consumption

of these minerals in Chinese market, South Africa further

increased its exports to China in recent years

Conclusion :

Therefore, it can be seen that, over the past few

years, China emerge as one of the largest importer of

South Africa’s minerals and metals. South Africa a

traditional supplier of several minerals, including bauxite,

chromite, cobalt, gold, diamond, manganese, platinum, and

vanadium on the world market, delivers these minerals

and metals to China on a very large scale which made it

one of the largest exporter of mining products to China.

It is not wrong to said that South Africa’s extractive sector

has been a major contributor to China’s economic

development; it has played an important role in fulfilling

China’s dream of becoming an economic superpower.

Mining sector plays very important role in shaping

the trade relationship of South Africa and China. South

Africa exports roughly 4 billion US dollar worth of

mineral, ores and metals to China every month. China’s

industries generate massive demand for metallic and

mineral goods and to fulfill the scarcity Chinese

government imported these minerals and metals from

South African mines. Between 2006 and 2017, the export

of metals, minerals, and mining products from South

Africa to China has increased by more than 15 per cent

which indicates that China relies mainly on the South

Africa’s extractive sector to meet its demand of mineral

and this makes China a leading importer of South Africa’s

mining products and strengthen their trade relations.
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